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Abstract
We consider the following complete optimal stars-clustering-tree problem: Given a complete graph G= (V ,E) with a weight on
every edge and a collection of subsets ofV, we want to ﬁnd a minimumweight spanning tree T such that each subset of the vertices in
the collection induces a complete star in T. One motivation for this problem is to construct a minimum cost (weight) communication
tree network for a collection of (not necessarily disjoint) groups of customers such that each group induces a complete star.As a result
the network will provide a “group broadcast” property, “group fault tolerance” and “group privacy”. We present another motivation
from database systems with replications. For the case where the intersection graph of the subsets is connected we present a structure
theorem that describes all feasible solutions. Based on it we provide a polynomial algorithm for ﬁnding an optimal solution. For the
case where each subset induces a complete star minus at most k leaves we prove that the problem is NP-hard.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main problem that we consider is the complete optimal stars-clustering-tree problem, denoted by COS, that is
a special case of a more general problem, the optimal stars-clustering-tree problem, denoted by OS. The OS is: Let
(V,S) be a given hypergraph where V =∪S, |V |3, is a ground set of elements and S is a simple collection of subsets
of V (i.e., S is simple if for every Si, Sj ∈ S, i = j , Si = Sj ). A star is a tree where one node is the center of the star
and all other nodes are leaves connected to the center. Let G = (V ,E) be a complete graph with a weight function w:
E → R. A spanning tree T in G is called a stars-clustering-tree relative to (V,S) if each Si ∈ S induces a star in T.
The weight of T = (V ,ET ), denoted by w(T ), is w(T ) =∑{w(e) : e ∈ ET }. The problem is to ﬁnd in G a minimum
weight stars-clustering-tree relative to (V,S).We do not know the complexity of the OS. Where no confusion will arise
we shall use Si ∈ S also to denote the star induced by Si in a solution tree.
Let T be a forest with node set V. For any node v ∈ V we denote the set consisting of v and all its neighbors in T by
NT [v]. For any node v ∈ V we deﬁne the complete star of T centered at v to be the star induced by NT [v]. We say that
a subset Si ⊆ V induces a complete star centered at v in T if NT [v] = Si .
The main problem in this paper is the COS, that is the same as the OS with the additional restriction that each Si ∈ S
induces a complete star in the solution tree T. Note that in COS if Si = Sj then they do not have the same center. For
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the COS we need the following two assumptions: 1. There are no singletons in the given collection of subsets S. 2. The
intersection graph IG(S) (see e.g. [4]) is connected. We need these two assumptions since without the ﬁrst one no tree
can be a solution except for the trivial case. The second assumption is needed for getting our polynomial algorithm,
otherwise the complexity of the problem is left open.
Section 2 is devoted to a structure theorem for the COS and based on it we give in Section 3 a polynomial algorithm
for solving the COS.
The following variant of the COS is NP-hard. A subset S induces a complete star minus at most k in a tree T if S
induces a star in T with a center v ∈ S such that the complete star of T centered at v has at most k additional leaves not
contained in S. The complete minus-at-most-k OS is the same as the OS with the additional restriction that each subset
Si ∈ S induces a complete star minus at most k in the solution tree. In this case we do not assume that the intersection
graph of S is connected. Observation: the complete minus-at-most-k OS is NP-hard. The proof follows from a simple
polynomial transformation from the problem of constructing a minimum spanning tree where the degree of each node
is restricted to be at most k, which is known to be NP-hard [problem ND1 in [3]], to our problem.
A related optimization problem, deﬁned and solved polynomially in [5], is the optimal-clustering-tree problem.
Given a complete graph G= (V ,E) with a weight function w on E and a collection S of subsets of V, ﬁnd a minimum
spanning clustering tree (a clustering spanning clustering tree is a tree such that each subset in S induces a subtree
in it). In addition an abstraction of the problem using matroids is also given there. For the restricted case where each
subset contains at most three elements there is a linear time algorithm and a polyhedral description of all the feasible
solutions of the problem. In fact the latter solution is also a solution for the OS where each subset has at most three
elements.
Another related optimization problem, called the clustering-TSP-path problem, is considered in [6]. In this problem
the constructed tree is restricted to be a path. Some cases are shown to be NP-hard and some other cases are solved
polynomially. The feasibility problem of the clustering-TSP-path problem is in fact the Consecutive Ones Problem
which Booth and Leuker [2] solved in a linear time using PQ-trees.
Other feasibility related problems: (i) The recognition of trees with path constraints: Given a hypergraph (V,S),
decide whether there is a tree T on V such that each subset from S induces a path in T. Swaminathan and Wagner
[10] presented a polynomial algorithm for solving this problem. (ii) A hypergraph (V,S) is a tree-hypergraph if there
is a tree T on V such that each subset from S induces a subtree in T. Duchet, Flament and Slater (see e.g. [7]) have
independently characterized the tree-hypergraphs. This characterization implies a polynomial recognition algorithm.
Besides the theoretical interest of theCOS, we would like to suggest three possible motivations for theCOS. The ﬁrst
one comes from the following application to the design of communication networks [11]. Given a complete graphwhere
each node represents a customer and each edge represents a link e that can be constructed with a cost (weight) w(e).
In addition there is a collection of (not necessarily disjoint) subsets (clusters) of nodes where each subset represents a
group of customers. The problem is to construct a minimum cost (weight) communication tree network in such a way
that each subset of nodes from the given collection induces a complete star in the solution tree. In this way the network
has the “group broadcast” property, i.e., there is an easy way to broadcast a message to a group. In addition we get the
“group fault tolerance” property, i.e., each group of customers is not sensitive to network faults that occur outside of
the group. Also, the network has the “group privacy” property, i.e., for each group the communications between the
members of the group do not traverse via customers not in the group.
Another possible application of the COS is from the area of databases with synchronous replications [9]. Assume
that we would like to construct a network with a number of databases, each of them is a database with synchronous
replication. Every copy of the database is located in a node of the network. A node may contain some replications
of different databases but can serve as a main site only of one database. Because of security reasons we demand that
every main site of each database will be connected directly to all it replications and only to them (i.e., will form a
complete star in the network). Our aim is to construct a minimum weight spanning tree, such that each database with
its replications will form a complete star in the network. In other words, this problem is exactly the COS.
The third application is from the area of key management for secure group communication [8]. Assume that there
are several non-disjoint groups of users and assume that we would like to construct a communication network that will
enable each group to have a secure group communication.We have to choose for each group a member that will control
the key management of the group. This controller needs from time to time to distribute a new key to all the group
members. For this case we would like to design a tree network in such a way that each group induces a complete star.
The entity that controls and distributes the keys will be the group member that is located, because of security reasons,
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in the center of the star. Since we would like to construct such a network with a minimum weight, we have infact an
instance of the COS problem.
All standard deﬁnitions of terms we use can be found in Bondy and Murty [1] and Golumbic [4].
2. Structure theorem for the COS
In this section we prove some properties and deﬁne an auxiliary construction that lead to a structure theorem, that
plays a central role in the polynomial algorithm presented in the next section.
Observation 2.1. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree, say T = (V ,ET ). Then the
following properties hold:
(a) For any three different subsets Si , Sj , Sk ∈ S, |Si ∩ Sj |2 and |Si ∩ Sj ∩ Sk|1.
(b) For any two different subsets Si , Sj ∈ S, such that Si ∩ Sj = {u, v}, the edge (u, v) is contained in every feasible
solution tree and the set of centers of Si and Sj must be {u, v}.
(c) For any two different subsets Si , Sj ∈ S, such that Si ∩Sj ={u}, there is no feasible solution tree with u the center
of Si or the center of Sj .
(d) If (u, v) ∈ ET then there exists an i such that {u, v} ⊆ Si ∈ S.
(e) There is a unique set of centers of the subsets of S that corresponds to T.
Proof. It is easy to see (a) and (e). (d) follows from the connectivity of IG(S). (b) Clearly, if |Si | = 2 or |Sj | = 2 then
(u, v) is an edge in every feasible solution tree. If (u, v) /∈ET , |Si |3 and |Sj |3, then neither u nor v are the centers
of Si and Sj . Let ci be the center of Si and let cj be the center of Sj such that {ci, cj } ∩ {u, v} = . Therefore, (ci, u),
(ci, v), (cj , u), (cj , v) ∈ ET and we get a circuit, a contradiction. Furthermore, the set of centers of Si and Sj must be
{u, v}. (c)Assume u is the center of Si in T and let cj be the center of Sj in T. Since Sj induces a star in T, (cj , u) ∈ ET .
Since cj = u and cj ∈ Sj therefore cj /∈ Si , and hence Si does not induce a complete star, a contradiction. 
Following Observation 2.1(e) we denote the unique set of pairs of subsets and their centers corresponding to a
feasible solution tree by C(S, T ) = {(Si, ci) : ci ∈ Si ∈ S, such that ci is the center of Si in T }.
Auxiliary Construction 2.2.
(i) First we construct an auxiliary collection of S, denoted byA(S), which is a simple collection of subsets consisting
of the (non-empty) intersections of every two subsets including singletons. If A(S) contains more than n − 1
subsets of size two, or in A(S) we have a subset of size greater than two or a subset of size two that is contained
in more than two subsets in S, we stop the construction.
(ii) Construction of a graph GR: Let ER = {(u, v) : {u, v} ∈ A(S)}. Sign an edge (u, v) in ER by Si and Sj if
Si ∩ Sj = {u, v}. Let VR be the set of all the end-nodes of edges of ER. Let GR = (VR,ER). If GR is not a forest
we stop the construction.
(iii) Partition of GR: Partition GR into two graphs, H2 and H3. H2 is the graph consists of all connected components
in GR consisting of exactly two nodes. H3 is the graph consists of all connected components in GR with at least
three nodes.
(iv) Partition of S: Partition S into three disjoint collections of subsets, S2, S3 and Sf . Collection S2 = {S ∈ S: there
exists e ∈ H2, V (e) ⊆ S} (clearly, H2 induces a partition of V (H2) into disjoint pairs of subsets). Collection
S3 = {S ∈ S: there exists e ∈ H3, V (e) ⊆ S}. Collection Sf contains all the other subsets, i.e.,Sf = S\(S2 ∪ S3).
Lemma 2.3. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree. Then the Auxiliary Construction
2.2 will be completed without stopping.
Proof. By Observation 2.1(b) every edge in ER is an edge in every feasible solution tree. Hence,A(S) does not contain
more than n− 1 subsets of size two, since a solution tree contains n− 1 edges. Furthermore, graph GR is a forest since
if the edges of GR do not form a forest then they cannot be part of a solution tree. By Observation 2.1(a) there is no
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subset in A(S) of size greater than two and there is no subset in A(S) of size two that is contained in more than two
subsets in S. 
Lemma 2.4. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree, say T = (V ,ET ). Consider the
Auxiliary Construction 2.2 and let Si , Sj ∈ S2, i = j , such that Si ∩ Sj = {u, v}. (a) Then either u is the center of Si
in T and v is the center of Sj in T or vice versa. (b) If, without loss of generality, u is the center of Si in T and v is the
center of Sj in T then there is a feasible solution tree T ′ such that v is the center of Si in T ′ and u is the center of Sj
in T ′ and all the other centers in T ′ are the same as in T.
Proof. (a) follows from Observation 2.1(b). To see (b), since u and v are contained only in Si and Sj it is easy to see
that the interchange of u and v as centers does not affect any other subset. The two stars centered at u and v contain
disjoint nodes so no circuit is created. 
Lemma 2.5. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree. Consider the Auxiliary
Construction 2.2 and let v ∈ H3 be a node that is not a leaf in H3. Then there is exactly one subset S ∈ S3 such that
S ⊇ NH3 [v].
Proof. Since every edge in H3 is contained in the intersection of two subsets, let Si1 , Sj1 , . . . , Sip , Sjp , be all pairs of
subsets such that Sik ∩ Sjk = {v, vk}, for k = 1, . . . , p. By Lemma 2.4(a) v is the center of one of the subsets of each
pair. In every feasible solution tree every node can be the center of at most one subset, hence all the subsets that have
v as their center must be the same. Furthermore, this subset contains v and v1, . . . , vp. 
Let F(Si) be the subset of Si consisting of all nodes of Si that do not appear in any other subset of S. A node in
F(Si) is called a free node of Si .
Lemma 2.6. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree T. Consider the Auxiliary Con-
struction 2.2 and let Si ∈ Sf . If u is the center of Si in T then u ∈ F(Si) and for any v ∈ F(Si), v = u, there is a
feasible solution tree T ′ such that v is the center of Si in T ′ and all the other centers in T ′ are the same as in T.
Proof. Observation 2.1(c) implies that u, the center of Si ∈ Sf , must be in F(Si).Also it is easy to see that by changing
the center of Si from u to v we get a new tree T ′ such that Si induces a complete star.All other subsets remain unchanged
including their centers. 
Structure Theorem 2.7. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree.Consider the Auxiliary
Construction 2.2 (that can be completed as proved in Lemma 2.3), then: (I) (1) For Si ∈ S3 there is a unique node
ci ∈ Si such that ci is the center of Si in every feasible solution tree. (2) For Si, Sj ∈ S2 such that Si ∩Sj ={u, v} (i.e.,
(u, v) is a component of H2), in every feasible solution tree T either u is the center of Si and v is the center of Sj or
vice versa. (3) For Si ∈ Sf , in every feasible solution tree T the center of Si is one of the free nodes of F(Si).
Conversely: (II) If we choose a center for each subset Si ∈ S as follows: (1) (a): First for every v ∈ H3 which is not
a leaf of H3: let Si ∈ S3 be such that Si ⊇ NH3 [v], assign v to be the center of Si . (b): Next for every u ∈ H3 which is
a leaf of H3: let Si, Sj ∈ S3 be such that Si ∩ Sj = {v, u} and v was assigned as the center of Si in 1(a), then assign
u to be the center of Sj . (2) For Si, Sj ∈ S2 such that Si ∩ Sj = {u, v}, choose one node, say u, to be the center of Si ,
and the other node v to be the center of Sj . (3) For Si ∈ Sf choose any free node u ∈ F(Si) to be the center of Si .
Then by connecting each center ci ∈ Si by an edge to all other nodes in Si we get a feasible solution tree T ∗ for
(V ,S). Moreover, if C is a collection of pairs (Si, ci), where ci was chosen to be the center of Si in (II), then T ∗ is the
unique feasible solution tree T such that C = C(S, T ).
Proof. (I)(1)(a) For c ∈ H3 that is not a leaf, by Lemma 2.5 there is exactly one subset S ∈ S3 such that S ⊇ NH3 [c].
Furthermore, c has at least two neighbors in H3, say ui and uj , ui = uj . Let Si be such that S ∩ Si = {c, ui} and
let Sj be such that S ∩ Sj = {c, uj }. By Observation 2.1(b) c and ui are the centers of S and Si and also c and uj
are the centers of S and Sj . Therefore c must be the center of S. (b) For c ∈ H3 that is a leaf, let u be the neighbor
of c in H3. Clearly, u is not a leaf. Let Su be the unique subset with u the center of it, as was shown in (I)(1)(a).
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By Observation 2.1(b) (c, u) ∈ H3 and for S such that S∩Su ={c, u} the leaf c is the unique center of S. This completes
the proof of (1). The proof of (2) follows from Lemma 2.4 and the proof of (3) follows from Lemma 2.6.
(II) Let T be a feasible solution tree for (V ,S), let C(S, T ) be its unique set of centers (by Observation 2.1(e)), and
let C be the set of centers chosen in (II). We construct a sequence of feasible solution trees T0 = T , T1, . . . , Tk = T ∗
that has the following property:
|C(S, Tr+1)\C|< |C(S, Tr )\C|, 0rk − 1. (1)
Step 0: Following the proof of (I)(1), it is easy to see that by the way that we choose the centers for every Si ∈ S3 in
(II) we get for each Si ∈ S3 the same center as Si has in T0. That is to say, ci is the center of Si ∈ S3 in T0 if and only
if ci was chosen to be the center of Si in (II)(1).
Note that in the following two steps, Steps 1 and 2, we do not change the centers of any Si ∈ S3.
Step 1: r := 0. Repeat until the center of each Si ∈ S2 in Tr is the same as the center of Si as in part (II)(2). Let
Si, Sj ∈ S2 be such that Si ∩Sj ={u, v} and such that their centers in Tr are not the same as in part (II)(2). Then change
Tr to Tr+1 as follows. If u is the center of Si and v is the center of Sj in Tr then by Lemma 2.4(b) we can change Tr by
making v the center of Si and u is the center of Sj and the rest of Tr is unchanged, to get a new feasible solution tree
Tr+1. r := r + 1.
Step 2: Repeat until the center of each Si ∈ Sf in Tr is the same as the center of Si as in part (II)(3). By Lemma 2.6
we can change Tr to get a new feasible solution tree Tr+1, by changing the center of Si to be the one that was chosen
in part (II)(3) and the rest of Tr is unchanged. r := r + 1.
We start with T0 a feasible solution tree. We have shown that if Tr is a feasible solution tree then Tr+1 is also a
feasible solution tree, and property (1) is satisﬁed. Hence, the sequence has at most |V | trees. One can see that the last
tree of the sequence Tk has the property |C(S, Tk)\C| = 0 and hence Tk = T ∗ is a feasible solution tree.
To see the uniqueness, assume that there are two different solution trees T1 and T2. By Observation 2.1(e) there is a
unique set of centers C(S, T1) (that corresponds to T1) and there is a unique set of centers C(S, T2) (that corresponds
to T2) such that C = C(S, T1) = C(S, T2). Assume that the edge (u, v) ∈ T1 but (u, v) /∈ T2. Since (u, v) ∈ T1, by
Observation 2.1(d) there exists a subset Si ∈ S such that u, v ∈ Si . Let w be the center of Si in T1. If w = u and w = v
then we get a circuit in T1, therefore either u or v is the center of Si in T1 and also the center of Si in T2. We get that
the edge (u, v) ∈ T2, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Corollary 2.8. Consider a COS instance (with (V ,S)). Let us choose centers for each subset of S as speciﬁed in the
Structure Theorem 2.7 part (II) and connect each center ci ∈ Si by an edge to all nodes contained in Si to get a
connected graph. If the constructed graph is not a tree, then no solution exists.
Proof. Follows from part (II) of the Structure Theorem. 
We denote by w(Si, ci) the weight of the star Si with the center ci .
Corollary 2.9. Let T be a feasible solution tree for a COS instance (with (V ,S)). Consider the Auxiliary Construction
2.2, then w(T ) =∑{w(Si, ci) : (Si, ci) ∈ C(S, T )} − w(H2) − w(H3).
Proof. Follows from the fact that H2 and H3 are disjoint and that in the ﬁrst sum each edge of H2 and of H3 is
considered twice. 
Corollary 2.10. Assume that a COS instance (with (V ,S)) has a feasible solution tree. Consider the Auxiliary Con-
struction 2.2, then the number of all feasible solutions is 2|S2| ·{|F(Si)| : Si ∈ Sf }.
3. Polynomial algorithm for the COS
The key idea of the algorithm is the following:
Property 3.1. By the Structure Theorem 2.7, every Si ∈ S3 induces the same unique star (with the same unique center)
in every feasible solution tree (and in the algorithm we choose the unique center). The subsets in S2 are partitioned
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into pairs, and the choice of the centers for each pair is independent of all centers chosen for all other subsets in
S2 and for all subsets in Sf . Hence, we choose between the two alternatives the one with a minimum weight. For
each subset Si ∈ Sf we choose the center only from the free nodes of Si, F (Si) and the choice is independent of all
centers chosen for all other subsets in Sf and for all subsets in S2. Hence, we choose the alternative with a minimum
weight. To summerize, in each one of the cases in order to get an optimal choice we choose the centers that are locally
optimal.
Algorithm 3.2. (An Algorithm for the COS.)
Step 1 - Auxiliary Construction:
Construct the Auxiliary Construction 2.2. If the Auxiliary Construction is
stopped in 2.2(i) or (ii) then conclude that no solution exists and stop.
Using A(S), consider all singletons {u} ∈ A(S). If u is
contained in GR then conclude that no solution exists and stop.
Step 2 - Choosing a Center for Each Si ∈ S:
2.1: For every subset Si ∈ S3: Choose the unique node in
V (H3) (deﬁned in the Structure Theorem 2.7 part (II)(1)
to be the center of Si .
2.2: For every pair of subsets Si, Sj ∈ S2 induced by H2
such that (u, v) is signed by Si and Sj , there are two possible alternatives:
u the center of Si and v the center of Sj with weight
w(Si, u) + w(Sj , v) or vice versa with weight w(Si, v) + w(Sj , u).
Choose an alternative that has a least weight.
2.3: For every subset Si ∈ Sf : Find the set of
free nodes F(Si). If F(Si) =  then conclude that no solution
exists and stop. Otherwise, there are some possible stars for Si to
consider: for each node fi ∈ F(Si) compute the weight w(Si, fi).
Choose an alternative that has a minimum weight.
Step 3 - Constructing a Solution Tree:
Now every subset has a center. Sequentially, for every subset: connect every
node, other than the center, to the center by an edge, if it is not yet
connected. We get a connected graph T. If T is not a tree then conclude that
no solution exists and stop. Otherwise, T is an optimal solution tree.
End of Algorithm 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let (V,S) be a given hypergraph where |V | = n is a ground set and |S| = m is a simple collection of
subsets of V . (a) Algorithm 3.2 correctly solves the COS. (b) The complexity of the algorithm is O(m2n + n2).
Proof. (a) By the Structure Theorem 2.7 and Corollary 2.8 it is easy to see that the algorithm correctly terminates. By
Property 3.1 one can see that if the algorithm terminates with a feasible solution tree T then this tree is in fact an optimal
one. (b) In the COS instance a node can be the center of at most one subset therefore mn. In Step 1 of the algorithm
we compute only intersections of every two subsets and hence we constructA(S) in O(m2n) time. Since |A(S)|=O(n)
it takes a linear time to construct GR. In Step 2.3 assigning the best possible centers for all subsets in Sf takes O(n2)
time. In Step 3 it takes a linear time to construct the connected solution and check whether the construction is a tree.
Therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 3.2 is O(m2n + n2).
Remark 3.4. Consider the complete optimal stars-median-clustering-tree problem, denoted byCOSM, where wewant
to ﬁnd in G a spanning tree T such that each subset of S induces a complete star in T and the sum of all weights of
the complete stars is minimum or decide that none exists. Since by Observation 2.1(b) each edge that is contained in
more than one subset must be in every feasible solution tree and every other edge that was chosen to be in a solution is
contained in exactly one subset, we have the following property:A tree is optimal for COS if and only if it is optimal
for COSM. Therefore, Algorithm 3.2 solves also the COSM.
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4. Conclusions and ﬁnal remarks
In this study we deﬁne the problem of constructing a minimum cost (weight) stars-clustering-tree. The main case
that we have solved in this paper is the problem where each subset induces a complete star. We have presented a
structure theorem and a polynomial algorithm for this case. We have shown that the case where each subset induces a
complete star minus at most k leaves is NP-hard. The complexity of the general problem OS is left open and it would be
interesting to solve it. It would be interesting to ﬁnd a polyhedral description of the set of all feasible solutions of the
COS. Another interesting problem would be to construct a minimum weight network that solves an analogues problem
to the COS where the constructed network does not need to be a tree.
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